


) n '' ,, / J - , , • �, this is the day you have been dreaming of
ur entire lif;,�#eam��be perf�[1t and so do we! Let us help you to make that

perfection happen and capture it so you and your love ones can look back and relive it for 
years to come 

At Arcade Aperture we are so much more than a photography service, you may notice to seperate 
our areas of expertise we work under difference monikers, Say I Do Wedding Photography 
is our brand of specialised and personal wedding services, we want to get to know you and 

capture your individuality and personalities in each picture, after all the day is all about YOU, we will 
strive to help you get everything you want from the day. 

U) 0 � to ensure you only get what you pay for and only pay for what you want 
We also can't justify charging couples hiked up 'wedding' rates, our rates are reflective of ALL 

our packages and hourly event rates with no hidden costs, no travel fees and no rediculous album fees 
after you've paid a small fortune for your photography already, we understand weddings are already 

expensive so we promise transparancy, value while still providing the highest quality service. 
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See the full study here 

How do photographers come up with the prices they do? 
We recently conducted a case study comparing the first 5 
photographers that came up in our area on google (names 
and any indentifying factors kept anonymous) to see how their 
packages stack up against ours, we have also published posts 
breaking down a photographers general overhead costs for a 
better understanding of what you're really paying for. 
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A pre we ding consu ation either in the studio 
or via skype/phone,during this we will create 
your individual plan and shot checklist to 
ensure we dont miss a single precious 
moment and your session is uniquely 
tailored to you we also encourage our 
couples to put together a pintrest board 
of any creative or must have shots they'd 
like to experiment with . 
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again the style is all about you, we will 
look at some sample styles during your 
consultation for you to choose from, we 

recommend sticking to one or two distinct 
styles to ensure continuity throughout 

your album. 
Unlike many other studios we do not 

believe in limiting the amount of photos 
you receive so there will be no coming in 

to cull your memories down! 

ALL JU �from your special day
Will be provided to you in botr{/high resolution, 
watermark free for printing and sharing with friends 
and family AND low res with a watermark for social 
media use in a beautifully boxed memory stick, 
these are available ina variety of colours and 
finishes for you to choose from. 

� fu»l W/v* another nasty surprise
,----= we discovered� ou; research was that most studios 

charge high travel fees anywhere from 1 Okms from 
their studio making it even more expensive to elope 

in your dream location, we guarentee our prices 
Victoria Wide! 

*Travel fees may occur outside of VIC and Australia.

$II ,J>DBP from your special day will undergo editing, 
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The classic engagement shoot is a staple for many plannnig to tie the knot, 
we encourage this as an oportunity to get to know your photographer and our style in a 
more intimate setting to see if we're the right fit for your big day, we can also help you 

incorporate your engagement shoot into wedding invites, guest books, prints and more 
gorgeous decor for the wedding! 

����. Pre shoot consultation 
1 hr session either on location of your choice or in studio 

1 5x7 print of your choice 
1 USB of all images in a momenta box 

Usually $220
Now $180









The hangover will only last a day but the memories will last a lifetime 
This is the fun one, for the couple who really knows how to party! 

Another of our in house brands is Say Cheese - Victoria Wide Photobooth Hire 
and our booths are always a crowd pleaser, learn more about our booths andsee for 

yourself what our party people have to say at www.saycheesevictoria.com 
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Pre wedding cons��;����l�tudio or via skype/phone 

Full morning coverage, ceremony coverage 
Post ceremony family, bridal party and newly weds portrait session 

Essentials reception coverage 

4hr all inclusive photobooth hire package 
including unlimited prints, full prop inventory 

custom designed print strip 
personalised guestbook for your guests to leave a photo & message 

All images will undergo editing and be provided to you on a 
beautifully boxed USB 

was $3200

Now $2800 



Many people say the secret to a long and successful marriage is focusing 
only on the best qualities and times with your spouse, a bit like this package! 

We know our photobooth is a big want at your wedding but if you're on a budget you're 
probably stuck with essentials packages which usually don't include photobooth hire 

stuff that, you CAN have both! 

� nnA'innR, �: 
Pre wedding cons1��;����l�tudio or via skype/phone 

Ceremony coverage 
Post ceremony family, bridal party and newly weds portrait session 

4hr all inclusive photobooth hire package 
including unlimited prints, full prop inventory 

custom designed print strip 
personalised guestbook for your guests to leave a photo & message 

All images will undergo editing and be provided to you on a 
beautifully boxed USB 

was $2100 

Now $1800 



You may have picked your dream ceremony location and it's great for 

post ceremony portraits but it's not breathtaking, 

this is the package for adventurers ,  usually coupled with breathtaking landscape 

photopgrahy, this session takes place after the excitement has settled from 

the big day, our couple will dress up in their wedding day attire and travel to a dream 

location of their choice to create absolute magic without time constraints. 

����. Pre shoot consultation 
No time limit session at the dream location of your choice 

1 5x7 print of your choice 
1 USB of all images in a momenta box 

Usually $220 
Now $180 



We have searched far and wide to source 
the highest quality prints, albums, canvas 

prints and gorgeous gift boxes. 

You can check out some images of these and 
price points on the next page but we 
encourage you to drop by the studio 

where you can experience our range first 
hand, we have a huge selection of colours, 

texures and finishes you can feel before 
making a desicion. 

We also offer payment plans on our 
entire product range. 

Extra coverage at heavily discounted 
rates - $140 per hour 

Further retouching/specialist edits 
on individual photographs $12 per image 

High quality professional prints $12 each 

Additional USBs with all photos $80each 

Guest books from $40 each 
Can be custom designed! 










